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December 1, 2020 
 
Following are added responsibilities and safety guidelines for work teams at all ODR tournaments beginning 
with the 2020 – 2021 season. These are in addition to responsibilities indicated on tournament pool sheets. 
 

1. WORK TEAM MEMBERS. Each work team shall provide seven individuals for each work team 
assignment (R1, R2, Scorer, Libero Tracker, Scoreboard Operator, and two Line Judges). 

 The R1, R2, Scorer, and Libero Tracker positions may not be rotated among team members during a 
work team assignment unless directed to make a change by one of the supervising referees. 

 The Scoreboard Operator and Line Judge positions may be rotated provided all line judges to be used 
in a match report together to the R1 at a briefing prior to a match. 

 Only individuals who have completed the appropriate training and are certified in the position they are 
to fill will be allowed to work in that position. 

 

2. WHISTLES. The R1 and R2 shall use electronic whistles. 
 The work team is responsible for providing the electronic whistles used by their team. 
 Some electronic whistles are the Fox-40 Electronic Whistle (125 dB, 3 tones); the Tandem Whistle 

(125dB & two sounds); the Fox-40 Mini Electronic Whistle (110 dB, one sound); the Fish Style 
Electronic Whistle (120dB, 3 sounds); the ISport Electronic Whistle (125 dB, two sounds). 

 The team should sanitize each whistle at the end of each match in which they are used. 
 

3. SCORER AND LIBERO TRACKER EQUIPMENT. Each team member who will serve as a Scorer or 
Libero Tracker shall provide their own pens, pencils, erasers, and any other individual scoring materials. The 
work team may provide these articles, but must ensure they are properly sanitized at the end of each match. 
 

4. LINE JUDGE FLAGS. Line Judges shall not use flags unless the team member has their own flag or the 
team has flags which they sanitize for each new user. 
 

5. END OF MATCH SANITIZATION REQUIREMENTS. At the end of each match for which a team is 
the work team, the work team will be responsible for completing the following requirements and sanitizing 
procedures. 

 Clean up and remove all unnecessary material and garbage from the score table. 
 Sanitize the score table & chairs at the score table using material provided by the tournament host. 
 Sanitize the R1 stand if the work team provided the R1. 

 
 


